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Search results for found ask for a document File Date Descr Size Popular Mfg Model Found in
chassis2model Found in repair tips. Im really just curious about a couple of things Speaker
impedance, just sos I dont do anything silly with it. Very grateful for any info, or pointers. cheers. Im
really just curious about a couple of things Speaker impedance, just sos I dont do anything silly with
it. I had a look around on the web too, and as you say there is nothing. I guess your best bet is to
give it a shot with some 8 ohm cabs to be on the safe side. Slave sockets will be inputs or outputs to
either use the power amp in the Carlsbro or to allow you to use additional power amps running from
it. Perhaps one is an input and the other an output. Theyll be line level in both cases, which means
that if you start all the levels at zero you shouldnt risk anything by trial and erroring, say, putting an
mp3 player into each and seeing whether you get an output from the Carlsbro. Alternatively, and
this is what Id do, ignore the slave sockets and just use it as cheap vocal PA as you suggest. It may
well be happy with 4 ohm cabs. Is there no dire imprecation by the speaker outputs. If itll throw a fit
at less than 8 ohms theres a good chance that the sockets will be labelled to say so. Sorry not to be
more help. Im really surprised that there isnt more info out there given how common these things
were back in the day. There are no markings on it regarding speaker impedance, but it seems to
have survived with no apparent damage done, and it was plenty loud enough for what we want it for
basically just a couple of vocal mics, possibly one on the kickdrum. As you suggest, I think Ill ignore
the slave outputs. I was curious as much as anything. I was though, like you, rather surprised at the
lack of info out there. Thanks for your thoughts. As you suggest, I think Ill ignore the slave outputs. I
was though, like you, rather surprised at the lack of info out
there.http://www.danfort.lv/userfiles/bosch-psb-18-ve-2-manual.xml
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Archive all your user guides or instruction manuals for further reference and access. Lastmanuals
allows you to download CARLSBRO user guide in PDF. The manual that came with it is different to
the machine i have in that the effects buttons are different i.e 3 dials on mine and 3 buttons on the
manual.Many thanksAlso there could be a problem with the bridge rectifier, possible that theres 1 or
more diodes defect. Any technician can reapir that. Hope it helps, Gerard If may not have enough to
input your Carlsbro PA Set the mains and the channel volume to a lowreasonable level and plug in a
play. It the input is distorting, you need to use a lower input level. If its too quiet, you need to use a
higher input level. Login to post Set the mains and the channel volume to a lowreasonable level and
plug in a play. If its too quiet, you need to use a higher input level.If you need the service manual try
Others may want the mixer and the effects plugged into the power amp for the most available
inputs. when multiple inputs are available. Effects and mixer are a line level output and the mixer
can be considered a line level input as well. A mic mixer has gain amplifiers for the inputs that are
below line level such as unamplied microphones. It is possible to parse to absurdity, but the gist of it
is above assuming you do not want to apply the same effects to everything all at once.If may not
have enough to input your Carlsbro PAOne must setup the mixer correctly. Critical things are the
trim controls and faders. Your faders should be near the unity setting when adjusted. Setting the
EQa ia important and if you are stereo usage, setting the pan control can be important.Answer
questions, earn points and help others. Something went wrong.Get the item you ordered or your
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money back.User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by
Verisign.http://certa-event.ru/images/bosch-psb-500-re-hammer-drill-manual.xml

Cobra 1400 Powered Mixer The Cobra1400 is a four channe l powered mixer, with 100Wmono
output into 4ohms, high and low impedance inputs with independent EQ and reverb level for each
channel. During my tenure as Managing Director of Fane in the 1980s, we developed Fane into
being arguably the leading loudspeaker manufacturer in Europe supported by unrivaled
international. By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. For the best chance of winning,
increase your maximum bid.Please check your email account for more details.You can contact the
auctioneer on 01924 269599 for more information.To be sure to win, log in for the live auction
broadcast on 07 Dec 2016 1000 GMT or increase your max bid. We have thousands of new lots
everyday, start a new search.Please register now so you are approved to bid when auction
starts.Please contact us on 01924269599 for confirmation and costs before bidding. Sale Currency
GBP CWH does not offer a packing or postage service. CWH reserve the right to resell uncollected
items if they have not been collected within a 14 day period from the sale date. If the item is not
collected within 14 days we will resell the item to cover storage charges accrued. If there is a
residue after we have collected our storage charges this will be paid out to the original purchaser.
VAT At the prevailing rate, will be added to the hammer price of each lot, unless otherwise stated by
the auctioneer. Buyers Premium All lots are subject to a Buyer’s Premium of 15% plus VAT. Cheques
Up to the value of the supporting cheque guarantee card. Customer not present transactions are not
accepted. Customer not present transactions are not accepted. See payment methods below. CWH
does not offer a packing or postage service. Cheques Up to the value of the supporting cheque
guarantee card. Bank Draft Bank Transfer Please ask for account details. Please see the additional
information relating to penalties and charges for late collection and payment.

Neither the Auctioneer nor the Seller will be bound by or liable for any representation of any kind
whatsoever, whensoever or howsoever made. Neither the Auctioneer nor the Seller shall be liable
for any loss or damage whether caused by negligence or otherwise of either or both or of their
servants or agents and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing neither the Auctioneer
nor the Seller shall be liable for any loss of profit, business or production or similar or other loss
whether direct or indirect or consequential, however caused. In the circumstances any potential
Buyer should rely solely and exclusively upon his own inspection of any lot and should not treat
statements made in sale particulars or before or during the auction by the Seller or Auctioneer
either as representations or to be relied upon. Upon production of a Bill of Lading the VAT on the
hammer price will be refunded. The VAT on the Buyer’s Premium will not be refunded. Proof of
export must be provided within three months from the date of sale. However, we do not accept
liability for bids placed either over the telephone or via the internet, or for any breakdown in
communications due to the failure of telephones or the internet which may lead to a prospective
bidder not being able to place bids. No variation of such Conditions shall be valid unless made in
writing and signed by a person duly authorised by the Auctioneer. By making a bid for any lot the
person making the bid warrants that he has read, makes his bid upon and agrees to be bound by
these Conditions. He further warrants that he has due authority and capacity to make the bids and
binds himself and any employer or principal to honour any contract resulting therefrom. Any bid
shall be deemed to be an offer by the Buyer which term shall include the bidder and any principal or
employee of the bidder to purchase any lot tendered upon these Conditions alone.

The sale of any lot shall be concluded and binding at the moment when the lot is knocked down. The
highest bid will be accepted save in exceptional circumstances, such circumstances to be
determined by the Auctioneer whose decision shall be unchallengable. No person may advance less
at a bid than the sum to be named from time to time by the Auctioneer. The Auctioneer reserves the
right to refuse any prospective Purchaser a bidding number and to refuse to accept bids from any
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party not having an official bidding number. No Purchaser shall have the right to avail himself of any
setoff or other plea for none payment of his purchase money against the Auctioneer or his principals,
but he shall be liable to the Auctioneer for any unpaid purchase money whether the lots bought have
been delivered up or not. Payment is to be in a form agreeable to the Auctioneer and shall not be
deemed to have occurred until any negotiable instrument has been honoured in full. Should payment
not be received within this time limit the Auctioneer reserves the right to charge interest at the rate
of 15% per annum until payment of the outstanding balance, and to bring into operation the
remedies reserved under Condition 6. Time of payment shall be deemed to be of the essence. In
default of payment the Auctioneer shall have a lien on all the lots purchased by the Buyer and to
forfeit any deposit paid whether described as refundable or not. The Auctioneer shall also have the
right to immediately resell the goods at his sole discretion whether by auction or private treaty
without any right of compensation in the Buyer. This Condition however is without prejudice to the
right of the Auctioneer to enforce the Contract made at this sale if he thinks fit and the duly verified
computer sales entry shall be deemed to be full and sufficient evidence of such Contract and binding
alike upon Seller and Buyer upon written certification by the Auctioneer presiding.

The Buyer shall be responsible for the removal of the articles and such removal must be carried out
safely and lawfully. Flame cutting, the use of explosives or of any other potentially hazardous or
inflammatory process shall not be permissible at the site without express written consent. The Buyer
agrees to insure against and to indemnify the Auctioneer and the Seller against any and all claims
arising in respect of injury or damage to person or property, whether real or personal, caused by or
in connection with the acts or omissions of the Buyer, whether caused by himself, his servants or
agents or his principles or employer. Neither the Auctioneer nor the Seller will be bound by or liable
for any representation of any kind whatsoever, whensoever or howsoever made. Neither the
Auctioneer nor the Seller shall be liable for any loss or damage whether caused by negligence or
otherwise of either or both or of their servants or agents and without prejudice to the generality of
the foregoing neither the Auctioneer nor the Seller shall be liable for any loss of profit, business or
production or similar or other loss whether direct or indirect or consequential, however caused. Sale
of Goods Act 1893 Section 55 7 and Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 Section 12 2. The Auctioneer,
his servants or agents have no authority to make representations. In all cases the Auctioneer’s
assessment of such loss or damage shall be final and unchallengeable and the Buyer undertakes to
pay the assessed sum upon receipt of invoice, time being of the essence. By the making of a bid the
Buyer acknowledges acceptance of these conditions and accepts neither the Auctioneer nor the
Vendor will be responsible or accept any liability for any accident to life, limb or property which may
occur prior to or during the progress of the sale or at any time during the removal of the lots which
must be entirely at the Purchaser’s risk.

He further understands that the Auctioneers will not transfer any lots from the original Purchaser.
Upon recission, any deposit paid by the Buyer shall be forfeit and the Auctioneer shall be entitled to
exercise the rights set out in Clause 6. Please contact us on 01924269599 for confirmation and costs
before bidding. Sale Currency GBP CWH does not offer a packing or postage service. He further
understands that the Auctioneers will not transfer any lots from the original Purchaser. Upon
recission, any deposit paid by the Buyer shall be forfeit and the Auctioneer shall be entitled to
exercise the rights set out in Clause 6. If you have any questions please feel free to ask were always
happy to answer your queries See photos for more details What you see in the photos is what you get
Message me with any questions.I have a very nice and very accurate carlsbro amp !! Only selling
because I need the money to put. Please note there is a small mark on the front right side of the top
shown in photos Pictures above do not do the colours justice. More than welcome to meet Plenty of
advice given Carlsbro gamma powered speaker, used.The item is brand new and supplied in original
box Here we have a carlsbro amp in great condition with some typical wear some typical marks.. We
are Searching FOR BEST OFFER subsequent to the thing is practically in n. Im happy to post this



carlsbro amp or it can be collected, please feel free to ask any questions! And one carlsbro both
amps are in working useable condition cabs are in good order. I aim to please and only sell items i
would be happy to receive myself Carlsbro rebel guitar amplifier this is in good condition and in fully
working order.Hey EVERYBODY,carlsbro amp. Utilized Yet at the same time As a part of GOOD
COND. It was a secondgeneration design based on the Marlin 1042, which provided portable PA
facility. The Marlin 150 PA was capable of delivering 150watts power into a 4.

The following pages also show the loudspeaker range that was available, and how to connect them to
this amplifier. If you manage to acquire one of these in the preused market, and do not have a
manual, then this article and the following pages might help shed some light. These are complicated
to repair and the electronics parts not readily available, hence a burnt out amp would not be worth
much. It has recently been tested and all works as it should and it comes with the power lead fitted
with a standard three pin UK plug. If you wish to send your own courier company to collect or export
there will be a charge of 8 to cover packing. And now the boring bit Please pay within two 2 days of
the winning the auction to aid speedy delivery or make contact and avoid any misunderstanding.
Please dont ask for a Buy It Now this auction will run until the end. No postauction deals or
negotiations will be entered into. Thank you for your interest, any questions please ask Good Luck
and Bid to Win! You are the light of the world. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only
use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration. May be help you to
repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note!
To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also
some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this
page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant
AUDIO forum topics Carlsbro PM12 kapcsolasi rajz. Udv Mindenkinek! Javitasom alatt all egy
Carlsbro PM12 tipusu gitar combo. Allitolag villam vegzett vele. A tapot helyrehoztam, de a vegfok
meghajtoknal van egyket hianyos ellenallas.

Tudna valaki segiteni ebben, valakinek van esetleg kapcsolasa, mert a neten nem talalni sehol.
Nagyon megkoszonnem. Udv! Carlsbro Bass Beasty kombo vegfok nagyaramu hiba Megoldva !
Sziasztok! Jott egy Carlsbro BassBeasty kombo nagyhirtelen javitasra. Ezek a zeneszek mind azt
gondoljak, maris elkezdodik a javitas, nincs semmi mas fontosabb feladat csak, de legkesobb
szombatra legyen meg! Elso pillanatban ez valoban igy is szokott lenni, de itt mas lett a helyzet.
Bekapcsolaskor azonnal 100A a hangszoron, rettenetes brummszeru hang. Szetszedve vegtranyok
lemerve, mind a negy egyforma MJ15024, tokeletesnek tunik. A meghajto kis komplementer parok
C4382, A1568, szinten jonak merve. A szimmetriaval van gond, nem tudtam megtalalni a problema
okozojat, mert az azert felelos tranyo is kiforrasztva tokeletesnek merve.Nehany kep az
eszkozrol.You can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. To find out more
or to optout, please check our Cookie Policy. For further information check our Privacy Policy.
Accept Home Electronics Carlsbro Marlin 1042 4 channel PA. Oh snap! Looks like “Carlsbro Marlin
1042 4 channel PA.” has already been sold. Check out some similar items below. You may be also
interested in iPhone 4 iPad Mini 4 Xiaomi Redmi 4 Samsung Galaxy Tab 4 8 Black Ops 4 Call Of Duty
Black Ops 4 Sims 4 Playstation 4 apple watch series 4 apple watch series 4 44mm gps cellular
Panasonic Phone panasonic home phones bt paragon corded phone answer machine See similar
items Trek Marlin 6 380.00 Never been rode excellent condition no time wasters Hive Single
Channel Receiver 25.00 Receiver only. Single channel for Combi Boiler installations full pa sistem
for wedding 450.00 pair 15 carlsbro Gama active powered speakers mixer eurorack UB Kam
microphones stands and cables. 07725933885 5 channel jcb digger rechargeable 20.00 New in box
amp and speakers pa disco karaoke 210.

00 Power amp with flight case and 2x carlsbro speakers includes all leads and plugs ready to use



Swim elite marlin mirror pro swimming goggles 10.00 Perfect condition. Never been used.
Collection only. PIONEER VSX1016V AMPLIFIER 7.1 CHANNEL 140.00 A fantastic very powerful
amplifier in Black, superb sound quality and in excellent condition. Crammed with features, very
heavy due to its internal quality.Collection only due to size. AndyExcellent condition. SpecsPrefader
listening via adjustable headphone output. Stereo LED level control vox aga 150 acoustic combo
reduced 120.00 as new home use only.vox aga 150 watt acoustic amp twin channel reverb chorus on
both channels phantom switching for Mikes channel 2 has pre amp valve.Two 40 channel hand held
CB radios 40.00 For sale two 40 channel CB radio both work pick up only from Gateshead 40 Integra
THXCertified 9.2Channel 4K Network 999.00 THX certified dolby atmos, DTX network AV pre
amplifier, great condition with box and remote, HDR 4K HDMI this is a reference processor costing
2k currently amazing cinema processor with integras own EQ system which I consider one of the
most sensitive without ruining the atmosphere of the room mountain bike wheels 25.00 front and
back wheels of a trek Marlin 5, front and back disk with 7 rear cogs good condition 30 OVNO
Battleline ww2 dvd set 1 5.00 Battleline ww2 dvd set. History channel. Collection only Zippo Lighter.
19.00 Zippo petrol Lighter. Made from brushed steel.Shpock is a marketplace and classifieds
platform that brings millions of private buyers and sellers across the United Kingdom together
London, Brighton, Birmingham, Bristol, Manchester, Leicester and Liverpool are amongst the most
active areas for second hand shopping. You may have to register before you can post click the
register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit
from the selection below. UserFriendly Manuals. Product Instructions.


